2nd Navigating Knowledge Landscapes’ International Conference

Health and Bioethics in the Digital Society
Zagreb, December 6th, 2018
The new conditions posed by the digital society include the on-line overload of information,
complex multi-directed communications, and extreme social potency. In addition, the
accumulation and distribution of knowledge, by experts and lay people, are interwoven with
economic relations, legal and administrative regulations. How the emerging digital society
would relate to the health and bioethics represents one of the major challenges to be
addressed at this conference.

Location: Large Hall “Velika vijećnica”, University of Zagreb Main Building, Trg
Republike Hrvatske 14, Zagreb, Croatia
The organizers:
Navigating Knowledge Landscapes Network,
http://knowledge-landscapes.hiim.hr/

Centre of Excellence for Integrative Bioethics,
http://www.bioetika.hr/eng/

Centre of Excellence in Basic, Clinical, and Translational Neuroscience
http://zci.hiim.hr/index.php/en-us/

University of Zagreb
http://www.unizg.hr/homepage/

University of Zagreb School of Medicine, Croatian Institute for Brain Research
http://mef.unizg.hr/en/

Local Organizing Committee:
Srećko Gajović, Hrvoje Jurić, and Denis Kos
Administrative support:
Olja Ulični Nikšić
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Preliminary Program
8:30 – 9:00

Registration

9:00 – 9:20

Welcome and opening of the Conference

9:20 – 11:00 Oral presentations
11:00- 11:30 Coffee break
11:30 – 13:30 Oral presentations
13:30 – 15:00 Lunch
15:00 – 16:00 Discussion groups  The digital society - Altered conditions for health
 The bioethical challenges of digital society
 The plurality of cultures vs. the plurality of technologies
16:00 – 17:00 Reports of discussion groups and joint discussion
17:00 – 17:30 Promotion of CMJ anthology on Knowledge Landscapes – collection of papers
published in Croatian Medical Journal on the topic of the knowledge landscapes
17:30 Wrap up and closing of the Conference

19:00 Conference dinner, location TBD

Note: The Conference is open to registered participants. There is no registration fee. To
register follow the instructions given later in this announcement.
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Zagreb NKL-Network Meeting
Zagreb, December 7th, 2018
The meeting is dedicated to the NKL-Network members only. For information about the NKLNetwork and list of members visit:
http://knowledge-landscapes.hiim.hr/

To apply to be member of the NKL-Network send an email to Anna Lydia Svalastog:
anna.l.svalastog@hiof.no
Location: Croatian Institute for Brain Research (Seminar Room at the Ground Floor)
University of Zagreb School of Medicine, Šalata 12, Zagreb, Croatia

Preliminary Program
9:00

Welcome and opening of the NKL-Network Meeting

Managing Network, new members, new non-academic members
Network joint activities

– research
– grant applications
– publications
– meetings

14:00 End of the NKL-Network meeting
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Practical Information
All communication is to be sent to Srećko Gajović:
srecko.gajovic@hiim.hr
CC to Olja Ulični Nikšić:
oulicni@hiim.hr
Registrations, abstracts and deadlines:
There is no registration fee. There is no financial support to attend the meeting.
To register send us an e-mail.
There is no formal deadline for registration, but we would appreciate knowing you would
participate ASAP, and not later than a week before conference. Let us know if you would like
to attend the NKL-Network Meeting as well.
The participants are welcomed to have oral presentations.
The titles and one-page abstracts with presenting author underlined should be sent before
October 30, 2018.
Venue and accommodation:
The Conference location is in the center of the Zagreb.
The NKL-Network meeting is at the School of Medicine campus cca 20 min walk uphill from
the Zagreb main square.
To find accommodation in Zagreb is highly advisable to be done as early as possible. The
dates overlap with the Christmas Market, which gets every year more attention as it is
already traditionally the best in Europe!
https://www.lonelyplanet.com/news/2017/12/14/best-christmas-market-europe-zagreb/
Any provider like booking.com or Trivago are working well in Croatia, and the quality of
accommodation is comparable to any other European country.
Special accommodation:
We have booked for you the rooms at the dormitory of Croatian Institute for Brain Research
(venue of the NKL-Network Meeting). These rooms are very nice, the price is cca 30
EUR/night, but there is no breakfast facility. As the number of rooms is limited, let us know
ASAP if you would like to be accommodated there.
What to do?
Let us know about your wish to participate, and confirm to us the dormitory room ASAP.
Organize and let us know your travel itinerary in the next step, and send us the abstract of
your presentation until October 30, 2018!
See you soon in Zagreb!
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